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Abstract
Th e described minera logical -crystallochemi ca l classifica tion bears so me similar featu res wi th
geoc hemi ca l class ification of clements. This simi lari ty emphasizes a greater im portance in co nfo rming the
vast practical data on pctrology. The present class ification a lso bears some resemblance to the technica l
classification of clements by Berg (1929). The si milarity seems logica l since the mineralogical.
crys tallochemical classifi ca tion of elements unites them on Ihe basis of cryst a ll ochemica l simi lari ty, determining the type of chemica l bonds of the formed co mpound s, the possibilit y of crys talline substances. In
Iheir turn they determine the co mm o n mi neral genesis in one mineralogica l-crystallochemical grou p of
elcme lHs, their co-existence in ores a nd chem ica l raw materia ls a nd the possib lit y o f for mation of a ll oys.

Introduction

The Mendeleev Periodic Table serves as a use ful basis for und erstanding the comparative properties of elements. It a lso provides the foundation for modern research in
chemistry, mineral ogy, crystallochemistry a nd many other sciences. The emergence of
da ta on the phys ical properties of atoms and io ns in free conditi ons, i.e. , elements, (including calculatio ns of the last 15- 20 years ) permits better estimation of the bounds of
simi la rity amongst elements and the princi ple differences between them. The progression merits furth er development of a new ve rsion of periodic tab le which will re flect the
new data with max imum completencess and a ll ow easy understanding.
Within the new data, particular attention should be focussed upon the theo retica l
calculations of orbita l radii of atoms and ions, their use in the a nalysis of element properties and the calcula tion of force characteristics of valence electrons, determining the
donor-acceptor properties of elements.
Orbital Radii of Atoms and Ions
In general, it is clear that the nearer the valency electron to the centre of the ato m
(its nucleus) the more firmly it is bound on the atom . Thus the use of atomic and ionic
radii in free conditions, for the estima ti on of the bonding force between the va lency
electro n and the atomic nucleus, appears most convenient.
However, fro m the quantum mechanics viewpoint (Born, 1963 ; Slater, 1960), an
electron can ex ist in any point of the atom' s nucleus environment i.e., within an atom
Co ntribution fro m the DcpartrnclH of Geology a nd Mineralogy, Facult y of Sc ience, H okkaido University,
No. 1930 .
• Visit ing Pro fe ssor
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as well as at an essential distance from il. A s a result atomic boundaries are both diffuse and indefinite.
At the same time, quantum mechanics permjts the calculation of probability of an

electron being inside the spheric layer of radius r. It also permits the drawing of
schematic curves of the radia l distribution of electron densit y, a nd visuali zation of the
probability of electron surface such as, for example, 95 % electron density. The
distribution of the electron density, around the nucleus, as the function of the first
three quantum numbers (that is, n, I, and m; the se t of electron positions around the

nucleus for the electrons with these speci fi ed quantum numbers) are termed 'orbitals'.
The radii of the ma in peak of the radial electron density for the individual orbitals of
atoms and ions are known as their 'orbital radii'. The radii of the external orbitals of
atom or ion define the atomic or ionic radiu s, and are termed

f orb

or

f"rh(n + )

respectively.

The a nalyses of the variations of the orbital atomic radii values ( ro.') with the increase of the atomic number (Z) allow estab lishment (Text-fig. I) of the following
recurring regularities of their change (Godovikov, 1977).
I. The main periodicity of the change of the orbital atomic radii indicates how
elements with maximum orbital radius are present at the beginning of each period of
the table, and those with minimum orbital radius at the end of each period (H - He, Li
-Ne, Na - Ar, K - Kr etc.,). The main periodicity reflects the decrease in radius with the
increase of nuclear charge, brought about in the course of completion of the outermost

orbital, a nd the sudden increases of the radii with the increase of the number of orbits.
2. T he internal periodicity is characteristicall y to be found in the steep slope of the
line connecting the orbital radii values of s-elements. This gradient is lesser for the lines
con necting the values of p-elements, and there is further decrease fo r d and f-elements.
This characteristic is due to the growth of the number of electrons on a subshell
undergoing transformation from s-(2) to p-(6), d-( 10) or f-elements (14 electrons),
while the number of the internal electrons screening the valency electron s from the
nucleus remains in var iable, and the d and f-elements are filling their preouter electron

subshe lls.
Internal periodicity permits reference to s, p, d and f-'shrinkage', i.e., the shrinkage

of the orb ital rad ii within the limits of s, p, d and f-elements of each seperate period.
Such shrinkage is most rapid for s-elements and leas t sharp for f-elements.
3. The secondary periodicity is determined by the difference in the number and
type of screening elect rons ( located between the studied electron and the nucleus) and
by the structure of the screening shells. Seconda ry periodicity expresses a nonlinear
change of the atomic orbital rad ii with the increase of atomic number (Z) within a
subgroup in the Periodic Table. For example, within la-s ubgroup, one can see a sharp
growth in rurb from H to Li. Thi s is due to the occurence of screening I s2 electrons in Li,
2

which are absent in H . The increase in rurh from Li (15 screening electrons) up to Na
(ls22s~2pl' screening electron s) is not so sharp, determining the deviation of the rorb of

Na (Text-fi g. I ) from the prolongation of the H-Li line to the right.
For the same rea son the rorh of K lies not on the prolongation of the Li-Na line, but

considerably higher. This is the result of a sharp growth of r",b due to the different
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screeni ng system (ls'2s'2p' fo r Na a nd Is' 2s'2p' 3s'3p' 3d" for K) a nd the appearance of
a 'd-hole'.

The r", va lues of K, Rb and Cs, having incomplete preouter electron shells (with
d-hole, d-f-hole a nd d-f-g-hole respectively), lie on a n al most straight line. A t the sa me
time, the

r orb

of Fr, the first e lement after f-shrinkage, is a little smaller than the

r orb

of

Cs, the predecessor in the subgroup of the system, a nd both values are close to each
other (2,5 18 and 2,447 A for Cs and Fr correspondingl y) .
Si milar reaso ns are responsible for th e nonlinear change of rorb with atomic number

(Z) in other subgroups of the table, as clearly expressed in Text-fig. I.
4. The collateral periodicity is genera ted by the difference between the number of
electrons on the outer ns orbital of d-elements a nd the ( n-l)d orbital of f-elements. For
d-elements this has resu lted in the occurence of two parallel curves rather than a single
c urve. For the first series of d-elements, th e cur ves are Cr-Cu (elements with 4S1 elec-

trons) a nd Sc-Zn (elements wi th 4s' electrons). The former lies above latter, in a similar
manner to the radii decrease under transition nsl _ n52 for s-elements, though the d if-

ference between them is lesser. The decrease of the a tomic orbital radii for the second
d-element series, as a result of the transiti on Ss' (curve Nb-Ag)- Ss' (curve V-Cd) is
further decreased, and for the third d-element series the distance between simila r curves
(Pt-Au with 6s' a nd Z n-Hg with 6s' electrons) becomes indistinguishable in the plot
scale. This reflects the increase of the screening effec t due to the increasing number of
intermedia te electrons under transitio n, from the first series of d-elements (Sc-Zn) to
the second (Y-Cd) a nd then to the third one (Lu-H g). The ns'-ns' transitions explai n
the decrease of atomic orbital radii for the pairs Cr-Mn, C u-Zn, Ag-Cd and Au-Hg.
The collateral periodicity a lso defines the two parallel curves for the f-elements
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Text-fig. I Variat ion of orbita l radi i wit h atom ic numbcr (2). Solid line li nk the elements of la, lI a,
Ili a, I Va and Va su b-groups whi le dotted lines li nk the clemc nts of li b and 1IIb sub-groups.
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(lanthanides) with the same reasoning leading to a decrease in atomic orbital radii for
the 65 2 electrons.
5. The double periodicity relates to the filling of electron orbitals according to
Hund's rule. It is difficult to detect these regularities on the r",b-Z plot, but they are
clearly visible under analyses of th changes in the values of I,or ~ = 0.529 / r,,,, with Z
(Godovikov, 1977a). By this method, the dependance of I, and ~ on Z are decribed for
elements with pl-), p4-6, d l -S , d 6 -\o, r l - 7 , CS- 14 electrons by 'independant' lines. These lines
interrupt the lines for p, d and f-elements on the I,-Z plot and intersect on the ~-Z plot
at the points of Va, VlIb and lIIc elements.
Ceno- and Noncenosymmetrical Orbitals and electrons;
The Effect of Inverted Screening
Those orbitals, which are the first in the set of orbitals with constant n, i.e., with
minimum I-values (beginning the lines of each 5, p, d, f orbitals etc.,) are termed
'cenosymmetrical orbitals' _ The electrons in those orbitals are termed the cenosymmetrical electrons (Tshukarev, 1974, 1977). Thus, the Is (n= 1,1=0), 2p (n=2, 1= I),
3d (n = 3, 1= 2) etc., orbitals belong to the cenosymmetrical ones. The important differences between the ceno- and noncenosymmetricai electrons are as follows;
I) only one maximum of an electron density for the cenosymetrical electrons
2) the closer the disposition of th cenosymmetrical electrons to the atom nucleus the
stronger their connection with it
3) the radii of cenosymmetrical orbitals for some atoms are smaller than the radii of
orbitals having lesser I-values.
This last property leads to a peculiar effect termed 'inverted screening', that requires detailed disc ussion.
Electrons in the atoms, particularly outer ones which take part in chemical bonding
(so called valence electrons), are not only under the influence of the forces of at(raction from the nucleus but also the complicated forces of the electronic inter action
resulting in repu lsio n. The latter can be expressed, for example, by correlation energy
(Tsukarev, 1974).
Such facts lead to a concept of effective nuclear charge (Z*), which is less than the
full nuclear carge (2) by a value called a screening number d (screening constant suc h
that Z* = Z-d: Slater, 1960; Clementi and Raimondi, 1963; Tshukarev, 1974; Day and
Selbin, 1969).
This concept therefore takes into account the weakening of interaction forces between valence electron and the nucleus for preouter electrons of the same electron subshell, shell and orbital. This is known as the 'effect of direct screening'. This theory is
good for the atoms having noncenosymmetrical valence electrons, and also for a few
atoms having cenosymmetrical electrons in the outer cenosymmetrical orbitals (8, ScCr etc.,).
However, the situation is different for atoms with cenosymmetrical valence electrons, but having the outer orbitals filled with nonsymmetrical electrons, or with their
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Text-fig. 2 Comparisio n of orbita l radii of Ccno- and Nonccnosymmctric
elements (dotted and solid lines).
Text fig. 2a shows 2s orbitals (solid li ne) and 2p orbitals (dotted linc).
Text fig. 2b shows 3p orbitals (solid line) and 3d orbitals (dotted line).

second quantum number I being lesser than I (Text-fig. 2)
This condition occurs
I) for the majority of p-elements of the second period from C to Ne, havi ng a radii of
2p orbitals which are less than the radii of their 25 orbitals (Text-fig. 2a) ,
2) for the atoms of the first d-element series with the number of d electrons equal or
more than 5, having the radii of 3d orbitals which are less than the radii of 3p orbitals.
This is true for atoms from Mn to Zn (Text-fig. 2b). The same atoms have the r"", of 35
orbitals a little larger than their 3p orbitals (Tshukarev, 1977).
This leads to the peculiar conditions, when a part of the valence orbitals (2p orbitals
of atoms from C to Ne, 3d orbitals of atoms from Mn to Zn) are screened from the influence of outer forces by the outer, completely filled nonvalence orbitals. This results
in 'inverted screening' wh ich causes some interesting results.
As a result of the inverted screening effect, the orbital radii of all p-elements of the
second group, except B, are determined by the radius of 25 orbitals rather than 2p orbitals.
Thus, the elements of the second period lie on the same curve on a r",-Z graph
(Text-fig. 2).
The effect of inverted screening explains the low value of electron affinity of F as
compared to CI, the easy oxydation and typicallity of high spin state for elements of
the iron family, in comparison to platinoides, and many other specific properties of the
elements with cenosymmetrical va lence electrons having similar effects. By taking into
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account the in verted screening effect it is easy to understand the decrease of the bond ing

energy in the F molecu les , compared with C I, and other specific properties of
molecu les and crysta lline bodies discussed in ea rlier papers (Godovikov, 1979).
Force Characteristics (FC) of the Va lence Electrons
The rapid progress of quantum physics and, more especially, the calcu lation of the
electron orbital radii of atoms and ions allows discussion to pass over from the
energetic characteristics of the va lence electron to the force characteristi cs . That is,

from ionization potential (I) and electron affinity of atoms (F) having such dimensions
as e' l r to the use of dimensions e' l r' and determining the donor acceptor (acid-basic)
properties of elements (Godovikov, 198 1). In the above, e is electron charge and r is the
atom, or ion, radius.

The force characteristics (FC) can be calculated as the ratio of the electron affinit y
(for the neutral atom), or ionization potential (for cations), to the orbital radius of the
atom or the ion , and is marked as ')'orb and)'orbl N+ h correspondingly.
The importance of 'Yorb for the characteristics of the donor-acceptor properties of

elements becomes clear from the r".-F relationship (Text-fig. 3), where several fie lds of
elements having similar acidic-basic properties can be seen.

Use of the I" - r",~,.) relationship for all the cations of sand p-elements (Text-fig.
4a) permits a classification into alkalic, basic, amphoteric, weak acidic and strong
acid ic. Each ha ving its own proper sector on the graph as shown.
A different picture appears for d-elements (Text-fig. 4b) . Alkalic cations are completely absent, while the group of cations having basic properties becomes essentially
larger.
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On the y"b-Z and YO'b('+)-Z graphs (Text-figs. 5, 6) the periodical changes of Y"b
and ,),orb{n +), reflecting a ll the principle pecularities of the electronic structure for the
corresponding cations, can be seen clearly.
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Ana logues : Group , Type, Shell and Shrink
Ge nera lization of the known facts abo ut propert ies of elements leads to a necessity
to d istinguish at least four types of simila ri ty among the elements, reflecti ng the differe nt degrees of analogy betwee n them (Belov et a I. , 1982 ; Godovikov, 198 1).
I. The elements named as group analogues, are the elements belonging to the same
group of the Peri odic System. Their simila rity is limited to the a nalogy of the number
of electrons in the filling electron shell. In some cases, elements have the same group
valency; e.g., a ll the elements of I, III a nd IV groups. Other gro ups of the Periodic
Syste m do not possess such a similarity. Elements termed as group-a nalogues have big
d ifferences in thei r properties, which does not typically permit comparison with each
other ( no te the change of the properties fo r the elements of subgrou ps of the same
group in 1-6).
2. The elements na med as type-a nalogues are elements belonging to the same
subgroup of the Periodic System. Their simila ri ty ex presses not onl y an ana logy of the
electrons nu mbe r on the filling electro n shell , but a lso of the sa me element type (s, p, d
or fl. This is the reaso n why the analogy between them is more complete than fo r group
a nalogues, though it can be complicated by vari ous causes (ceno a nd no ncenosymmetrical electrons, prior d-a nd f-s hrinkage etc., ).
The secondary peri odicity phenomenon leads to the broken lines (in some cases
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even to loops) of the type-analogues on the graphs of element properties against the increase of atomic number Z (Text-fig. 7) (Godovikov, 1977).
3. The elements named as shell-analogues are those which belong to the same
subgroup and have similar type of shells which are filled by noncenosymmetrical electrons; e.g., K, Rb, Cs and Fr from Ia subgroup, Ag and Au from Ib subgroup, Ca, Sr,
Ba and Ra from Ila subgroup, Cd and Hg from lIb subgroup, Ga, In and TI from lIla
sub group, Lu and Lr from llIb subgroup and so on.
In the case of shell-analogues and their compounds, the properties of compounds as
a function of Z show almost linear relationships (Godovikov, 1978).
4. The elements named as shrink analogues include the pairs of elements for which
the element with greater Z is characterized by FC equal or less than that of its precursor
in the subgroup (type-analogue), due to PO, d- or f-shrinkage.
Shrink-analogues are further subdivided a s follows ;
a). shrink-analogues beloging to shell-analogues. These are pairs of elements
whose FC are influenced by prior f-shrinkage. They include the following pairs of
elements (in cases where the valency is not given the whole-valence cations are meant);

a
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Text-fig. 7 Relati o nship betwee n 1st ioniza tio n pote ntial (I) and elec tro n a ffinit y
(Fl.
Text·fig. 7a shows s- and p-elements.
Text- fi g. 7b shows d-elements.
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or Elements
Cs- Fr
Ba- Ra

Pairs

y Zr -

Lu

Hr

Nb- T a
M o- \V

Tc - Rc

6Yorb ( n +)

0.31
6.17
-5 .5
6.1
14.5
16.6
36.6

or Elements
Ru - Os
Ru·· - Os·'

Pairs

Rh 4 '

-

Ir"

Pd" - Pt'Ag- Au
Cd- Hg

8Yorb (n +)

51.1
19.7
22.0
22 .0
-0. 5
2.3

The great similarity of properties of the above mentioned elements (especially those
with low "l'mb) can be explained on the basis of their belonging to both shrink and
sheil-analogues (Achmetov, 1975 ; Oodovikov, 1981).
b) . Shrink-analogues belonging to type-analogues. That is, the pairs of elements,
whose Fe are influenced by the prior d-shrinkage;
Pairs

or Elements

Al -

Ga

Si - Ge
p - As
S- Se
Cl- Br

.6.l' orb(n +)

17.5
50.5
98.6
17 1. 4
320.3

The compounds of these pairs, with strong electron acceptor atoms (F, 0) ha ve
cl osely similar properties and, in some cases, form continuous isomorphic series. By
conlras t, the compounds of elements with lower Fe (S, Se etc. , ) have basically different properties. The former case can be explained by the lesser significance of their
own va lence electrons, and by their orbital structure, through their high Fe, while the
latter can be reasoned through the stronger influence of the structure of valence orbitals.
c). Shrink-a nalogues belonging to different types of type-analogue, an exa mple of
this bei ng the pair Y - Od.
Partial f-shrinkage before Od leads, not only to an identical "'Y",b" + = 2.0, but
also to the close similarity of the properties of Y and Od, to which the presence of one
d-electron in Od has contributed. The similarities are so strong that the gadolinides,
due to common Y impurities are known as 'rare earths' of Yttrium 's group [this in-

cludes Lu, being not only the shrink, but also the sheil-analogue for Y (Taylor and
Durby, 1972)].
New Forms of the Periodic Table
Comparing the properties of elements, D.l. Mendeleev stated that there was a difference between many properties of H and the elements of the 2nd period of the system
fr om those of the fo llowing elements wi thin the same groups. Taking this into account,
in 1870, he named the former elements as ' typical' (Mendeleev, 1958).
From the modern point of view. the 'typ ica l elements' include the cenosym-

metrical s-(H , He) and e-elements (from B t Ne) . Mendeleev also included elements
Na and Mg, whose atoms are charac terised by cenosymmetrica l electrons on the

i..II NE RA LOGICA L CLASS I FICAT ION OF ELEivl ENTS
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preouter shell, which becomes the outer one during the forma tion of full- valence cations. This sa me structure is repeated in a ll atoms of the 2nd p-element series ( fro m Al
to Ar).
T hese fac ts ex pla in the a ppea ra nce of the inflections on the lines of the ro,b-Z (Textfig. I) a nd I,-F (Tex t-fig. 7) graphs, in the points of such elements. Considering a ll
their chemical properties, Mendeleev removed the first s-and p-elements from the other
elements of the sa me subgroups (Text- fig. 8). T hus, he already had in view the difference between nonshell-analogues and the cl ose simila rity of the shell analogues,
although restricting the phenomena to only s-and p-elements.
By considering that typical elements are the only elements with cenosymmetrical
va lence electrons, it is then necessary to add 3d-elements (Sc-Zn) from amongst
d-elements a nd 4f-elements (lantha nides) fro m f-elements . Thus, typical elements
become a ll cenosymmetrical elements, which differ in their essential properties fro m
the noncenosym metrical ty pe-a na logues ( the elements of the subgroups).
T his makes it necessary to ma rk clearl y a ll the typica l elements in the Periodic
Tab le. This is possible even without moving the type-a nalogues fro m their places by,
fo r exa mple, mar king the symbols of such elements with circles a nd marking the symbols of the elements, fo rming fullvalence cations with cenosymmetrical ou ter shells, by
dotted circles (Ta ble I ).
It is easy to show on the same table the di ffe rences in the properties of elements
crea ti ng the dou ble periodicity. It is sufficient to print , for example, the symbols of
light elements with p" ', d'·5, f' " configura tions in ita lics, a nd those of heavy elements
(with P" ', d" " , r"" configurations) as shown (Ta ble I).
For more detailed d iscussion of the properties of elements, it is possible to
distinguish some sma ll subgroups enclosing the shell-a nalogues within each subgroup,
by the relative displace ment o f such subgroups. T his accoun ts for the general sequence
of elements in the system corresponding to the increase of their FC fro m the left to the
ri gh t (Ta ble 2) .
The new for ms of the Periodic Ta ble reflect the following importa nt principles of
the Periodic Law of the change of properties of elements;
I. The position of each element on the system is invaria ble. This is naturally complied by a ll SO, Po , d- a nd f-elements .
2. Each peri od of the system begins with s·element alka li meta l (or H in the fi rst
period) a nd ends with a n a tom of a noble gas, a point reflecting the main peri odicity in
the cha nge of electron structure of a toms, which depends on the increase of their atoic
number. This also corres ponds to the increase of FC of the elements from the left to the
right in each period.
3. Each ty pe of element (s-, d-, f- a nd p-element) is ma rked in its own way. This
a llows easy visua liza tion of the interna l periodicity corresponding to the filling o f s-(to
2) , p-(to 6) , d-(to 10) a nd f-subshells (to 14 electrons). This a lso clearly shows the inte rru pted periodical cha racter o f this rela tionshi p defining the rela ti ve position of the
co rresponding elements.

4. Dependi ng on the number of Po, d- or f-elements , each series o f the Po, d- and
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f- elements is divided in to two subfamilies reflecti ng the double periodicity fo r each
series of such elements ( light or pl -J, d l -5 and f -G configurations and heavy or p 4-6, d6- 1O
and r1 - 14 configurations). T he for mer is printed in italics a nd the latter as shown in the
Tables.
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The transition from light to heavy subfamily corresponds in ge neral to an increase
in the value of electron affinity, and an increase in Fe. As a result, the subfamilies of
heavy p-elemenls play, as a ru le, the ro le of a nions in different compounds (0" , F' a nd
their type-analogues), and after the fulfillment of p orbita ls the transition to noble
gases takes place (Villa su bgroup).
The transition from light to heavy in the d-element series is characterized , through
this process, by a transference to elements with a typical non-fullvalence state, and a
specific role in the creation of complex compounds a nd noble gases ,
The transition from the light to the heavy subfamily in the f-element series corresponds with a decrease in characteristic va lency. This is especially vis ible in the case
of curides (for gadolinides, the valency decreases as a result of their belonging to
cenosym metrics), and in the increase in the stability of the complex compounds of
these element s.
5. In each type of element (s, p, d a nd f) the elements having outer (valence)
cenosymmetrical electrons are mar ked by circles. Such elements (including
Mendeleev's 'typical' elements) differ from other type-analogues in a number of properties, among which it is necessary to point out;
a) much higher Fe values, attributed to the shift of a ll the cenosymmetrics to the
right, in Table 2, with regard to their type-a nalogues
b) the generali ty of the non-full valence state, being of prime importance for 3d
and 4f cenosymmetrics.
6. Among the notable characteristics of elements, which form full valence cations
a nd having cenosymmmetrical electrons in their outer shell, is their high Fe as compared to that of type-analogues with highe r Z values . The symbols of this type of element are marked with dotted circles .
7. In each subgroup of type-a nalogues, the small sub group of shell-a nalogues a re
distinguishable, shifted with respect to one ano the r depending on Fe. Here the symbols of shrink-analogues a re printed one under another (e.g. , the pairs AI-Ga, Si-Ge,
etc .,).
8. The symbols of the elements whose atoms are influenced by prior f-shrinkage
are marked in this table by rectangles . The Fe values of the atoms of these elements do
not increase with the increase in atomic number Z (in the subgroups) , but decrease
slight ly compared to tha t of the prior elements in the same subgroup (type-analogues).
Finally it is necessary to draw attention to some principle deta ils governing the filling of subshells by electrons, the differences of which lead to the essentia l differences
of the properties of type-a nalogues . It is wo rth noting that each new subshell in the first
three periods ap pears on ly after the completion of the prior subs hell with electrons.
The situation is different in the case of the elements of the fourth peri od . The first
of them, K, possesses not 3d l , but a 4S1 electron, the d-subshell remains vacant. Thus,
it can be said that K has a d-hole. The same is true for Ca. The appea ra nce of a d-hoI.
for K a nd Ca leads to the essential changes in properties of these elements, which is
more important in determining their properties than expectation based on their var iations with the grow th of Z (see Text- fi g. 1-7). This is due to the fact that both K a nd Ca
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begin the series of shell analogues, K-Rb-Cs-Fr and Ca-Sr-Ba-Ra correspondingly.
Considering the facts it seems useful to seperate, amongst s-elements, the so-called
s' -elements i.e., s-elements of the first three periods, H, He, Li, Be, Na and Mg, which
are typical with s-electrons appeari ng only after complete filling of a preouter shell,
and the so-called s"-elements, which are those with outer s-electrons appearing while
the prior subshell remains vaca nt. To this last subgroup K, Ca (both 3d-hole), Rb, Sr
(4d and 4f-holes), Fr and Ra (Sg, 6d, 6f, 6g and 6 h-holes) also belong.
The first 3d electron appears in Sc. For the next 3d-elements, up to Ni, the numbers
of 3d electrons increase. During the transition from Ni to Cu the filling of 3d orbital
takes place, and in the case of Zn the outer 4s orbital is also filled. Thus Cu and Zn differ essentially from the prior d-elements by their completely filled 3d orbitals. The difference manifests itself in the special position of these elements in the graph of variation of element properties with increase in Z (Text fig. 5), as well as in the capacity of
Cu to form the extra valence cations (i.e., the cations with the valency exceeding the
group valency) du e to the participation of 3d-electrons in the bonding. By contrast Zn
possesses o nly the two valence state, because its 3d-electrons do not take part in bonding. Similar remarks apply to the last d-elements of the second (Ag, Cd) and the third
series (Au, Hg). It is necessary to point out that in the second of d-elements, Pd, the d
orbital is completel y fi lled .
All this considered, it is sometimes useful to also divide d-elements into d'- and
d"-elements, the former including Sc-Ni and their type-analogues and the latter having
Cu, Zn and their type-analogues.
Diagonal Simi larity in the Properties of Elements
There is some diagonal similarity between some of the elements. This appears as a
result of the increase of Fe of the elements along the horizontal lines of the Table and
their decrease along the ve rtica ls. This diagonal similarity is limited by at least two
factors ;
I) the nonproportional increase of Fe along the horizontal lines of the Table, leading
to an increase in Fe for the pairs of elements from left to right
2) the difference in the basic properties of s-, p-, d- and f-elements.
Thus the most complete diagonal similarity exists in the properties of noncenosymmetrical s-elements, that is for the pairs Na-Ca, K-Sr, Rb-Ba and Cs-Ra. Availabe
(although not complete) data supports this described connection between them.
Thus the crystallochemical similarity of Li-Mg, a typical element pair, is reflected in
their isomorphism (although limited) in micas, amphiboles, pyroxenes and garnets.
The a lloys of the Li-Mg system form two regions of solid solutions, i.e., from Li up to
75"10 Mg a nd from Mg up to 17 % Li.
The Na-Ca pair exhibits vast isomorphism in complex oxides and some silicates
(isomorphism of the type NaSi .. CaA I in augite, omphacite, plagioclases, zeolites,
scapolites etc.,). For the pairs K-Sr, Rb-Ba and Cs-Ra there is insufficient information
currently available.
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A mong the light d' -eleme nts it is possible to distinguish the [ollowi ng diagonal
pairs ; Sc-Zr, T i-Nb , V- Mo a nd C r-Tc. Alt hough some au thors consider the isomorphism [or the Sc-Zr pa ir as qui te possible it ra rely appears in minera ls (tort veitite, zircon). However, in artificial complex oxides, which have a coordinatio n num ber of

ca tions more than 6, the atoms o[ Zr a nd Sc a re randomly distributed wit h respect to
each other. This remains tru e even when the ratios o f components are integer values

( Voronk ov et a I. , 1978 ).
The Ti- Nb pair is a classical exa mple o[ heterovalence isomorphism in na tura l complex oxides a nd silica tes.
In the V-Mo pa iring, the replacement has a more limited cha racter in minerals,
principall y because o[ the d iffe rence in their va lence sta tes. T he isomorph ism betwee n
them, o[ a continu ous sta te, appears onl y in a meta llic sta te ( Ma karov, 1973).
T here is a lack o[ informa tion [or both the C r-Tc and Mn-Ru pair. H owever, [or
the bina ry meta llic Mn-Ru system vast regions o[ the solid solutions are kn ow n up to
50"10 Mn [rom one side, a nd up to 35"70 Ru [rom the other side . From this data, it may
be deduced that the simila ri ty betwee n the elements of described pairs decreases with
the increase of their atomic number (the increase in FC).
Among Vlllp-elements, especia ll y those under a meta llic state, the simila rit y increases rema rkab ly, a fact proven by the for mation of continu ous solid solution in the
systems Fe-Rh, Co-Pd as well as the solid solu tions in the systems Fe-Pd , Fe- P t, Fe-Ir,
Fe-Ru, Co-Pt, Co-Rh , Ru-Os, Ru- Rh, Ru-Ir, Rh-Pd, Rh-I r.
Two diagonal pa irs a ppear a mong d" elements, na mely Cu-Cd and Ag-H g. In the
former case, informa tion was not available, a lthough according to Maka rov (1973) ,
isomorphism betwee n them is quite possible. For the Ag- Hg pair it is ex pressed in the
exista nce of alloys from the Ag side up to 37"70 Hg.
A mong the possible diagona l pairs o f f-elements only the pair La (Ln)-T h is of some
interes t. This aids in ex plaining the isomorphism between the named elements in th e

complex oxides, thoria nite.
T he diago na l pairs of p-elements are characterized by distinct d ifferences in their
FC . Th is ex plains why the diagonal simila rity between them is o ften absent (i.e., pairs
C-P , N-S, O-CI, Si-As, P-Se, S-Br, Ge-Sb, As-Te a nd Se-I) or limited. Such is the
limited case for B a nd Si, which play similar crys ta llochemical roles, for example,
under tet ra hedric coordina tion in silicates a lthough without isomorphism. The Ga-Sn
pair serves as an example to ex plai n the impurities o f Ga (n . 1O-3 % ) in cassiterite
(Ma ka rov, 1973).
A mong the elements belonging to different types, diago na lly simila r pairs, with
close similarity, a re distinguisha ble but their number is limited .
Here it is necessary to mention primarily the Ca-Y pair (a n s- and d-element pairing), showing a wide isomorphism fo r the compounds with ionic bonds such as complex oxides a nd fl uorides. The pai r Z n-In ( d- and p-element pairing) exhibits continuous isomorphism in chalcogenides (ZnGeAs -lnAs, etc. ,), due to the unitypical
stru cture of th e ca ti o ns Zn 2 + and In 3+ as a result o f s pJ-hyb rid iza tion.

Data is not availa ble for the pair Cd-TI (d and p-element pairing) but, according to
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Makarov (1973), isomorphism is quite possible.
The diagona l pair Be-AI (s-and p-elements)does not exhibit isomorphism, although
Be and Al under tetrahed ric coordination play simila r crystallochemical roles in complex oxides , berillates, a luminates, berillosilicates, alumosilicates and other similar
compounds.
Thus diagonal lines, uniting more than two elements with simila r properties do not
exist (with the onl y exception being Na-Ca- Y triades) . The reason for this being the
distortion of diagonal similarity by shrink analogy.
I n this respect, the diagonal becomes modified towards a ve rtica l line as, for exa mple, for the triades of d-elements; Sc-Zr- H f and Ti-Nb-Ta. That is why it is
necessary to speak nOl in terms of diagonal lines but only of 'diagonal pairs'.
Finally it is necessary to point out that besides the described diago nal pairs, which
ca n be termed as straigh t, inverted diagonal pairs also exist. For a mineralogist the
most important of these are S-As, Se-Sb a nd the Te-Bi pairs. They show a definite
similarity in chalcogenides but the reasons for this similarity are not yet quite clea r.
The Properties of Atoms and Types of Chemical Bonding
in Homodesmical Crystals
Understanding the con nection between the atomic properties and chemical bonding
type of certain crys tals is a fundamental problem in solid state physics a nd chemistry.
Solution of this problem is necessary for the development of ge neral classi fication procedures of minerals a nd chemical compounds with certain demanded properties. This
in volves importa nt queries into the use of scientific progress for the synthesis of com-

pounds and the growth of their crystals. In spite of intensive research in this fi eld the
problem remains far fro m solved.
In the opinion of the author th e main reason for th e lack of success is an over-

simplified a pproach to the mechanism of chemical bonding. This in turn is related to
th e general concept of the ionic-co va lent charac ter o f the bonds, which allow continuous transition from pure covalent to ionic crysta ls wit h consequent increase in

Fe

of the atoms. The fact that all crystals with metallic bonds are beyo nd the scope o f this
present model is clear evidence o f deficiency.
Moreove r, the bonds for a ll crystals with covalent, ionic or meta llic bonding must
be characterized by the degree of covalence ionicity and mela llicity. The use of only the
degree of ionicity for this purpose leads to many cont radictions.
A conclusio n on th e continuit y of th e transition from cova lent to ionic bond is also
not evident , since it must be accompanied by qualitati ve changes in the charac ter of the

chemica l bonding from the directional (cova lent bond) to the non-directional (ionic
bond).
To cla rify the depth of these prob lems, it is convenient to use the well studied compou nds with common for mula A N B 8-N which include elementaric substan ces of th e IVa
subgroup and co mpounds with covalent, ionic and metallic bonds_
First of all , it is necessary to examine the concep t of continuous transition from
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covalem to ionic crystals, and vice versa . This must be accompa nied by a continuous

changing of physical properties of the crystals as a function of the degree of ionicity ie.,
liFe. For that purpose, it is necessary to examine the dependance of melting points and
bonding energy on the change of lil'",b.
In the graph (Text-fig. 9) of the melting temperature against the lil'",b, the compounds A'"B'-N (where A is s- or p-elements) fall in three separate field s. The change of
the melting points, depending on lil',,'" comes in many different ways . Thus within the
AlliS" group, there are apparently great differences in the melting point values, but

these quickly decrease with the increase in ~Z (or average Z) i.e., the degree of
metallicity of the bond. Compare the position of compound-analogues, in the curve of
transiti on from the elements of the second period to the elements of the third period
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(B N, SiC, BP, AIN) with maximal melting points, to the elements of the fourth and
fifth periods (InAs, GaSb , InSb) with minimal melting points. Note also the general
decrease of temperatures along the isocationic lines, usually correspond ing to the in-

crease of Ill'",b, which takes place with the increase of EZ; i. e., the degree of bond
metallicity
AIN-AIP-AIAs-AISb,
GaN-GaP-GaAs-GaSb
or
InN-I nP-lnAs -InSb with a special position within them for the points of most

nitrides.
The decrease of melting temperatures along the lines of the A'B v" compounds show
the opposite tendency. That is, both isocationic lines are directed by the arrows
toward s each other. Furthermore, the decrease of melling points for them corresponds,

not to an in crease, but rather a decrease of .6..')'orh. This takes place with the growth of
EZ, i.e. , increase of degree of bond metallicity.
This merits special attention, with such great increase of the melting points under
transition from the A'B v " comp'ounds to the A"B v, compounds (impossible to explain
as a result solely of change of IlFC) .
It is thus easier to explain this phenomenon by taking into account the fact that the
transition from the ionic crystal s A1B v ll to the ionic crystals Alla V] is accompanied by a
great increase of ion valencies proportional to their changes (from + I and - I to + 2
and -2). A s a result, the sharp increase of their interactions for ionic crystals is proportional to the product of the ionic cha rges (Born, 1963). Thus, the Fe for the ionic
crystals, is determined to a greater degree by ion charge, rather than degree of ionicity
(i.e ., consideration of the isoelectronic compounds of the same period).
The same general picture emerges in the graph (Text-fig. (0) of bond energy (D.)
against .6..")'orh .
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The aferementiened graphs und e ubtedly s hew the insufficiency .of the ieniccovalent bond concept as a full explanation of behaviour. Predicted contin uous transition from cova lent to ionic crystals is not produced but , instead, a jumplike transiti ena l character is revea led, which is marked by lines .of preperty changes in eppesitien
with the change of .6.,),urb, and an absence of the intermed ia te compounds. From these
facts, it a lse fellews that, in a ny case .of the cha racterizatien .of chemical bend, it is
necessary to take into account the degree of meta llicit y as well as the degree of ionicit y.
Meeser a nd Pearsen ( 1959, 1973 a nd e ther publicatiens) were the pieneers in
demarcatien .of the fields .of the tc tra hedric (ceva lent) a nd ectahedric ( ie nic) crysta ls,
A N a ll• N , as well as many other crystalline stru ctures. They used the values of electrenegativity derived by L. Pauling, as a measure .of the ienicity .of the bend, and
average principle quantum number n as a measure .of the metallicity .of the bond .
Much beller resulLs are .obtained by using ilFC and particularly ill'",b and EZ instead .of ii as a meas ure .of the metallicity .of the bend. Text-fig . II a shews the graphical
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Text-fig. lib A represents d-elements. I is the fie ld of ionic crystals with
CN = 4 (Ia) and 6 (Ib) correspondi ngly. II is the field of cova len I crystal s
and III is the field of mo lecular cryst als.
In both graphs I represent s structures with CN= 4, 2 equa tes to CN=6, 3
equates to CN = 8 and 4 is for other structures.
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relationship between r:.Z and b:y,.." for 57 A' B'-N compounds (A = s-element and B =
p-elements) and 6 elementary substances. Observation indicates that the field s for
substances having ionic (la, Ib, Ic), covalent (II) or metallic (III) and the remaining
bonds a re clearly distinguishable, having a lmost straight bounda ries between them.
Thus, when speaking about continuous change in the degree of ionicity of covalent
bond, in the above mentioned substances, it is necessary to limit the number of
substances to the certain relationships of .6.')'urh and EZ which mark the boundaries of
field II.
On the achievement of a certain critical va lue of .6.l'orb or EZ the substances with
covalent bond give way (not continuously but in a jump) to the su bstances with ionic,

metallic or remaining bond. There is a jumplike qualitati ve change of the character of
the chemical bond taking place. After the crossing of certain boundaries the metallic or
ionic substa nces ANB'-' are formed, instead of covalent (tetrahedrical) substances.
Their structures (except that of BeO) have a coordination number (CN) more than 4,
with molecular crystals being represented by grap hite and BN with the graphite structure (field IV).
Generally the same relationships are observed in a similar grap h (Text-fig. lib) for
the A NBs-N compounds wi th fullvalent cations of d-elements. In thi s case, thirteen

points occur in the fi eld of tetrahedric compounds (field Il) , five points (including
HgO) in the field of octahedric crystals wit h NaCl structure (field Ib) , whereas two
tetrahedrical compounds, CuCI and CuF, have a position simila r to that of BeO in the
previous grap h (field la). The last graph differs from the prior one by a shift of boundaries of the tetrahedric .. octrahedric compounds to higher values of aI""'" At the
same time, the covalent tetrahedric stru cture for the compounds A N B8- N , with A being

d-elements, a re more stab le. This is proved by sufficientl y high stability of the
tetrahedric compounds lying near the described boundaries (ZnO, CuBr, CdS and
HgS) with hydrol ysis, which is not characteristic for the compounds shown on the first
graph (BeS, BeSe, BeTe, MgTe), which are easily decomposed even by water va pour.
Similar conclusions, about jumplike transition from the crysta ls having one type of

chemical bond to those of other types, is not only true for A NB'-N compounds, but a lso
for many others such as A,B], AB" A, B etc., (Mooser and Pearson, 1959; Pearson,
1973) and oxides of ABO, type (Godovikov, 1983) .
I t is use ful to examine some polymorphic pairs when considering the sharp

jumplike tra nsition from the crys tals of one chemica l bond type to those of ot her types.
These illustrate the discussed statements, with a fi xed va lue of temperature and

pressure of the phase transition as well as by essentia l change of the crysta l properties
i. e., their specific volume. The latte r is particularly sensitive to the change of chemica l
bond from covalent 10 metallic or ionic, due to the strict oriemalion of the covalent

bondings (because of hybridization of the valence orbitals) . This in turn causes the
. greater specific volume of th e covalent crystals in compari son with metallic or ionic
ones .
A s an exa mple, of the transiti on from covalent to metallic, one can use the phase
transition a-Sn 0::=. ,a-S n taking place under normal pressures and temperatures
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(286.35K). Here it is im po rtant to remark, tha t in spite of th e fac t that tra nsition takes
place during an increase in tem perature (as a result of which, one ca n suspec t ex pansion of the substance) it is accompanied by a decrease in specific volume by 25.60/0.
This results from a change of the type of chemica l bond from cova lent to meta llic one.
The phase transitio ns a -MnS .=Il-MnS and a -MnSe.= Il- MnSe serve as examples of
th e tra nsition fro m covalent to ionic srysta l. a-M nS and a- MnSe possess tetrahedral
stru cture with covalent bonds (cations Mn H' +). Bo th of them a re low temperature
phases. The high temperature phases Il-MnS and Il-MnSe, which are stable under room
temperature, have the NaCI structure with ionic bond. The corresponding phase transitions a re accompanied by decrease of vo lume (23.5% for MnS and 19. 1% for MnSe) .
Thus the conditio ns of forma tion of th e compo unds, with a certain type of
chem ical bond and certain stru ct ure (under some fi xed limits of ph ys ical-chemical
parameters with the system) depend on the fundamenta l properti es of the free atoms
(elements) formin g the compounds i.e., their ,:),7",' and EZ. This las t statement is ve ry
important for the scientific classification of chemical compounds and minera ls,
because it considers a ll determination of a compound bonds on the basis of the properti es of atoms forming the compounds. Such an approach permits the compound to be
referenced to cova lent, metallic or ionic crysta ls, all ows understanding of th e genes is of
the compou nd structure, makes clea r its composition, es tablishes the bounda ri es of the
isomorphic replacement, clarifies the specificity of its properties and allows esta blishment of its position among other crystals of the same type and a mong chemical compounds in general.
All the above conclusions were derived from data on homodesmic crysta ls, and
therefore apply only to compounds of this type. Heterod esmic crystals a re subordinated by thei r ow n regularities of structure fo rmation and the changes in thei r properties. This was partially examined in previous work (Godovikov, 1979).
The Mineralogical-Crystallochemical C lassification of Elements
An y mineralogical-crystallochemical classification of elements must provide
answers to the fo ll owing queries ;
I) which type of compounds certai n elements wi ll prefer to form under given conditions o f mineral genes is (elementary substance, chalcogenide, oxide, oxysalt, etc. ,)
2) whe ther the element will playa ro le of a cation or anion of a certain valency
3) which type of chemical bond the resulting minera l compound will have.
For such a classification it is useful to depict, as a basis for th e Periodic Table, certain fields uniting elements with similar crystallochemical properties, on the basis of
the FC)values 'Yi = In / ti , where In = ionization potential and n = io nic radius (Textfig. 12 a nd Godovikov, 1979). The following 13 fields are recog nizable (Table 3) :
I. The field of H including only one, but quite unique element, existing in the form
H + in complex ions (OH - , HJO +, H,O, + etc.,), in the form of H 20 molecules in some
oxid es wit h the structure of compounds of inclusion s and in hydroxides, many of them
oxysa lts, which are formed mostly in the earth' s crust (under sufficiently hi gh H,O
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fugacity). Their role increases from the deep to the upper layers of the earth's crust.
From another viewpo int, hydrogen ex ists as an anion in hydrides, which are not
know between minerals. The speci fic properties of hydrogen are reflected also in its inherent stability in nature, in gaseous state, and in the upper atmospheric parts, in the

atomic state, although gases are not considered as mineralogical objects .
2. The field which contains alkaline and alkaline-earth elements (with low FC) including Li , Mg and their type-analogues with higher Z values . These elements form
typical cations, for which the ionic bond wit h chaicogenes, oxygen and halogenes is
characteristic. In addition, their bond with chalcogenes is of very low stability (low
degree of covalency), being responsible for the easy hydrolitic decomposition of corresponding chalcogenides. In case of oxocompounds, the'Y; of cations of the described
elements is too low in comparison with 0 2- . This is why these elements from independanl monometa llic oxysalts with strong oxoanions as a rule while, for example, in

si licates, they appear only as partners of cations with higher /'; (eg., complex silicates,
alminosilicates and similar minerals). They are typical for complex oxides. With
halogens they form complex, as well as simple (monocationic) halogen ides (CaF"
NaCI, KCI, etc.,), which are stable and widespread in nature. At the same time Li, Na
and Mg giving cations with much higher 'Y; values form binary [LiAI(Si,O,),
NaFe(Si,O,), etc .,] and also monometallic oxysalts [Mg,(SiO.), Li,(PO.),
Na,(H,O),(B.Os(OH).), etc.,]. One can explain the pointed specificity of Li, Na and
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Mg, in comparison with other elements of this field, by the cenosymmetrica l character
of their preouter electrons, which become the outer ones in full valence catio ns. This
feature is marked in Table 3 by double horizontal lines separating s'-elements (Li, Na
and Mg) from s"-elements (K , Ca a nd their shell-ana logues).
3. The field of ra re earth and radioacti ve elements (TR = Sc, Y and Ln) from one
side, and radioactive Sf-elements from the other side (amongst which the independa nt
mine rals are known only for Th and U). The rare earth elements are found in minerals
mostly as threevalent cations TR'., for which low Fe values a ffect the ionic bond both
with oxygen and a lso sulfur. Due to much higher valency (cation charge) in respect to
cations of alkaline and a lkaline-earth elements, i.e., the much higher lattice energy,
even the sulfides of rare earth elements are stable to hydro li za tion. Howeve r, they a re
not known as minera ls because of low clarks, and specific features of the geochemistry
of the rare earth elements, which form with oxygen, oxides a nd oxysaJts .
Among the latter there are even monometallic oxysalts [eg., monazite Ce( PO,),
xenotime Y(PO,)] and monometallic silicates [such as tortveitite (ScY),(Si,O,)]. The
compounds of Ln4+ with oxygen , among which on ly one mineral is known (cerianite

CeO,) , are even more stable. Similar Fe values to that of Ln" are possessed by Th"
a nd U", which are known as thorianite ThO, and ura ninite UO,. They have the same
structure as cerianite. At the same time, the role of U in minerals is more varied
because it has known form up to sixva lence ion U 6+.
However, the last in oxygenic compo unds, which are more widespread among

ura nic minerals, ap pears as a big low-charged complex cation of uranil UO,". This
resembles some a lka lic and alkalic-earth cations in its Fe and other properties. This
fact explains the appeara nce of UO," in man y seconda ry phosphates, arsenates,
va nadates, mol ybda tes and simila r minerals.
The radioactive Sf-elemenrs are isolated from rare earth ones (as noncenosym-

metrical) by a double hori zontal line.
4. The fie ld of the d'-noncenosymmetrical complexifyers (Zr, Nb) and their shrinkana logues (Hf a nd Ta). These elements form cations with middley; which differ in size
(high atomic numbers Z). As a result of this, they are typical in complex oxides or
silicates where they playa role of weak anion-formators, and in some cases form sim-

ple oxides (baddeleite).
Titanium, having diago nal simila rit y with Nb, adj oins to the previously discussed
field from the top. The same is true of V and C r, showing anion for mati on properties
in some compounds ( which increase with the increase of Z).
5. The field of Mo and W. These elements in fullvalence state rarely appear as cations in rare anhydrides, like molybdite, but mostly appear as the components of complex oxides existing on the boundary with oxysalts (the wolframite family - scheelite
etc., ) or as weak anio n-formators (scheelite). Being in nonfull valent state, these
elements form covalent bonds with chalcogens (molybdenite).
6. The fi eld of d'-cenosymmetrial elements from Ti to Ni (with the exception of Sc
and Y which join field 2, due to their low Fe alues). These elements in low valence state
form cations with low y; values, for which the ionic bond with is typical. From this

°
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point of view suc h cations are close to Mg2+ and AP+, which also have low ')'i. That is
the cause of the isomorphic relationship between these cations (Mg 2+, Fe2 +, Mo2+, Nil+,
C02+; AIl+, Fe 3..., MOl+, C r 3+ and V3+) . For these compounds. the same minerals are
typical as for Mg, Al and many binary oxides a nd oxysalts with Na" K" Ca'- and other

similar catioos.
Some of these cations form covalent bonds with chalcogens (S, Se and Te) and are
typical in ore minerals . This is true in the case of elements having five and more
d-electrons (Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) and, as an exception, in the case of Cr'- (dobreelite of
meteorites) and V'- (patronite).
The elements of this field containing more than five d-electrons i.e., the subfamily
of the light d'elements of the first series, are known as fu llvalent ca tions. They form
simple oxides (rutile, anatase and brookite), complex oxides (ilmenite, perovsk ite) and
complex silicates, containing Ti4+. Nevertheless the '}'i va lue for Ti4+ is not sufficient to
form a stable anionic complex, causi ng a si milarity between Ti and fullvalence Zr, Nb
and their shrink -a nalogues (which have a sepa rate field in Table 3 as di scussed above).
At the same time, Ti'" having co-ord ination number (eN) = 5 and often eN = 4 in
some artificial cases (Ba,TiO" Pb,TiO,) ex hibits a noticeable transition to oxysalts. On
the other hand, V" and Cr'" havin g high ')'; va lues, and for that reason stable oxoanions are typica l for vanadates and chromates, wh ich are similar to the fullvalence cations of such elements as Mo and W, and also P and S (especially CrO.'- and SOIions) .
7 . The fie ld of the noble-metallic elements including Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag a nd their
shrink-ana logues Os, Ir, Pt and Au, i.e. , (the heavy noncenosymmetrical Vll i b and Ib
elements). These elements appear frequently in nature as nati ve metals, metallides and
intermetallides, often containing the isomorphic impurities of Hg, Pb, Sn, Sb, Bi and
Cu. They are known a lso in covalelll chalcogenides (su lfides, selenides, lhiosalts a nd
tellurides) and arsenides. The described elements are neve r established with certainty
and may be in th e form of naLUral oxides as well as oxysalts. Only Ag is know n in
halogen ides.
8. The field of the chalcophi lic elemellls with low Fe (Cu, Zn, Cd, H g, In, T I and
Pb) a nd includes the last d"-elements as we ll as Cu and the first heavy p-elements for
which the covalent bond with chalcogens is typical. Their chalcogenides are most common between minera ls, being the main minerals of ore assoc iation, and so they can be
conside red as typical c halcophilics . The oxides of these elements occur rarely and in
small amounts (excluding cup rite) as oxydation products of primary chalcogenides.
Amongst all these elements which are known in native form, Hg is common enough for
different amalgams and native copper is a lso to be sometimes found in large amounts.
TI+ requires so me special attention, hav ing big ionic radius a nd stereochemical inerted E-pair, due to which it is close to K- in c rysta llochemical properties. For this
reason TI oflen gives isomorphic impurities in some K minerals, in which case TI+ appears as a typ ical cation part ner in the ionic bo nd.
9. The field of chalcophilic elements with middle Fe which adjoins the previous
field from the right. It includes Ge, S n, As, Sb, Bi, Se and Te from the light p-elements
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of the same subgroups and are noncenosymmetrical in form (being situat ed below the

double horizontal line of Table 3). These elements are characterized by a dua l role,
depending on the FC values of liga ndes. So, in the compounds with chalcogens they appear as typical part ners for cova lent bond (i.e., they a re typica l cha lcophilic elements).
With oxygen, characterized by a high FC value, the ca tions form oxides (anh yd rides)
having weak - strong acidic properties . They a re found in the oxydation zones of ore
deposit s, usuall y in sma ll amounts. In thi s case, the oxysa lts are also known in which
the described elements play the role a ni o n formators; arsenates, antirnonates,
selenates, e tc.,

10. The field of amphoteric elements consis ts of two elements, Be a nd AI, connected by diagonal similarity a nd known only as full va lence cations wit h a middle va lue
of ')'i. Their sma ll dimensions permit them to play a dua l role in the compounds with
high .-C partners (0, ha logenes), as cations in ionic oxides, oxysalts and halogenides,
as weak anion formators in beryllates, beryllosil icates and a lumosilicates . The dua l role
of AI'- appea rs in the change of CN from 6 (as base when,),i= 46.6) to 4 (as an anion
formator or ')' i = 60.5), while in both cases Be'- has CN = 4 (and )'i = 52.0). On the
analogy with a lumosilicates, some silicates of Be can be called beryllosilicates
[phenaki te Be(BeSiO.) etc.,j.
Ga a lso adj oins this field, being a shrink a nalogue of AI, and is rarely found in the
form o f its ow n minerals . The cat ionic role of Ga manifests itself in the similarity of its

properties with (6lAI, leading, toget her with low clark of Ga, to its endocrypticity in
natural ox ides, hydroxides and silicates of AI. From a nother viewpoint, in the compounds with elements characterized by lower FC values (chalcogenides with Spl_
hyb ridization) Ga appears as a partner on covalent bond (gallates and tioga llates). In
thi s way, its chalcophilic properties are revealed. The sa me reasoning exp lains its en-

docrypticity in sphalerite and some other chalcogenides , with cations having Spl_
hybridization .

II. The field of light anion fo rma tors which includes cenosymmetrial p-elements
(B, C, N, 0 , F) but p-elements with cenosymmetrica l preouter electrons (Si, P, S, C I
a nd excepting AI) a nd lies above the double horizo nta l line. For the elements with hig h
FC lying in this field (0, F, C I) the role of a ni ons is typical in minera ls. The ot her
elements typicall y appear as anion forma tors of oxysa lts, which more commonl y exist
in nature ( ni trit es, ca rbonates, borates, sulfates, phosphates and silicates in decreasing

order of)'i value) . More rarel y, these elements play the role of simple a nions (nitrides,
carbid es, phosphides and silicides which a re found mostl y in meteorites ; S has a special
positi o n in sulfides which is widespread in the earth crust).

12. The fi eld of heavy a nion formators which includes the noncenosymmetrical
(heavy) halogenes Br and I (below the double horizonta l li ne). They appear as anions
in rare natura l he logenides, mostly with Ag.

13. T he specia l fi eld formed by He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe a nd Rn which exist in nature as
nob le gases.
Fina ll y it is necessary to mention that wi thin Tab le 3 the boundaries between
' metallic' (wi th low to middle FC) a nd ' non-metallic' (with middle to high FC) is

Periodical table of element s wit h shi ft ing of elements-analogues.
For sy mbols see explanat ion of Table 2.
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marked by a thick broken line. This takes into account the diagonal similarity of the
pair B-Si and Ge-Sb and the simi larity between the shrink-analogues Si-Ge and Sb-Bi.
The described mineralogical-crystallochemical classification bears some similar
features with geoc hemical classification of elements, and especially with that proposed
by A.N. Zava ritsky.
This similarit y emphasizes a greater importance in conforming with the vast prac-

tical data on petrology, as considered by Zavaritsky ( 1950).
It is interesting to note that the present classification also bears some resemblance

to the technical classification of elements by Berg ( 1929). The similarity seems logica l
since the mineral-crystallochemical classification of elements unites them on the basis
of crystallochemical similarity, determining the type of chemical bonds of the formed
compounds, the possibility of crystalline substances. In their turn they determine the
common minera l genesis in one mineralogical-crystallochemical group of elements,
their co-existence in ores and chemical raw materials and the possibil ity of formation

of a lloys. As a n example of the latter, one can remember that the common improvers
to steel are Co, Ni, Mn, V, Mo and W but not Cu, Zn or Pb. In furt her contrast, the
a lloys Cu-Zn, Pb-S n, Pb-Bi are widely used in industry.
A ckllo lViedgemenls
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